
Lucky New Year’s Food Traditions 

 New Year’s is a time to look forward to better things to come, and what better way to 
celebrate this positive message than with tasty foods.  Around the world, many different foods 
are believed to bring good fortune – perhaps you celebrate with some special foods?  Here are 
just a few Lucky New Year’s dishes… 

Hoppin' John, American South: a dish of pork-flavored black-eyed peas and rice, has its roots in 
African and West Indian traditions and was most likely brought over by slaves to North America. 
Twelve grapes, Spain: the annual tradition is at the stroke of midnight, to eat one grape for 
every toll of the clock bell. 
Tamales, Mexico: groups of women gather together to make hundreds of the little packets -- 
with each person in charge of one aspect of the cooking process -- to hand out to friends, family 
and neighbors.  
Oliebollen, Netherlands: doughnut-like dumplings, made by dropping a scoop of dough spiked 
with currants or raisins into a deep fryer and then dusted with powdered sugar, eaten on New 
Year’s Eve. 
Marzipanschwein or Glücksschwein, Austria and Germany: Good luck pigs, or Glücksschwein, 
which are made of all sorts of things including marzipan (almond paste), are common New 
Year’s gifts. 
Soba noodles, Japan: families eat buckwheat soba noodles, or toshikoshi soba, at midnight on 
New Year's Eve to bid farewell to the year gone by and welcome the year to come. 
King cake, around the globe: New Year's cake is one that spans countless cultures - Greeks 
have Vasilopita, French have gateau or galette des rois, Mexicans have Rosca de Reyes,  
Bulgarians have banitsa – all with a small figure or “king” hidden inside. 
Cotechino con lenticchie, Italy: Italians celebrate New Year's Eve with sausage and lentil stew 
that is said to bring good luck.  Lentils, due to their round shape, represent money and good 
fortune.  
Pickled herring, Poland and Scandinavia: herring is abundant in Poland and Scandinavia and 
because of their silver coloring, pickled herring at the stroke of midnight are eaten to bring a 
year of prosperity and bounty.  
Kransekage, Denmark and Norway: wreath cake, is a cake tower made of many concentric 
rings of cake layered atop one another – prepared for New Year's Eve using marzipan and often 
with a bottle of wine or Aquavit in the center. 
(content adapted from CNN.com/travel) 
 
Whatever your tradition, we wish you all a truly Happy and Healthy New Year. 
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